For more information about the TXF Essentials subscription contact us on
Subscriptions@txfmedia.com or call +44 (0) 203 375 5180

TXF Essentials News and Analysis
Subscribers to TXF Essentials
can take advantage of
unrestricted access to all of
TXF’s editorial content.

Our industry news pages (Far
left) is the perfect entry point
to begin navigating around 3
different types of TXF articles
Original articles (middle) give
an analytical and thoughtful
take on market trends, In Brief
articles (far right) provide the
latest updates and details on
on-going deals, and TXF tracker
articles aggregates industry
finance news from around the
globe to give a truly holistic
view of the market.

TXF Essentials Industry Contributions
As well as bringing you TXF’s factbased opinions on industry matters,
we also feel it’s important for
subscribers to hear directly from as
many industry leaders as we can.
Our Keynote interviews, one-to-one
podcasts and roundtable write-ups,
are just a couple of ways we help the
market understand key trends and
innovative approaches being adopted
to address challenges.
We aim to bring subscribers a diverse
range of views and opinions from both
the financial sector and from
corporates. We’ve cultivated close
relationships with the market for many
years and able to leverage this to bring
truly unique insights.

TXF Essentials Newsletters
Subscribers to TXF Essentials
are sent the TXF daily and
weekly newsletters direct to
their inbox each morning.
These exclusive newsletters
summarise the latest market
activity and also feature a link
to the TXF daily podcast, an
audio round-up of the latest
news for those short on time.
There are two daily and weekly
newsletters to choose from;
TXF Export, Agency and Project
Finance newsletter & the TXF
Commodity Finance newsletter.
Optimised for mobile phones
for staying up-to-date whilst on
the move

TXF Essentials Reports by TXF Data
Selected TXF Data reports are
available to TXF Essentials
subscribers in our publications area.
These PDFs combine our news and
analysis with powerful deal data
generated directly through the
market via tagmydeals.com
Full year analytical reports on the
global finance market are released in
January and July each year.
Contact subscriptions@txfmedia.com
for a sample report and a discussion
about our TXF Data tool

Use the advanced filters to
create a league table based
on your sector and region

TXF League Tables
The TXF League table tracks key
MLAs, Agents and Lenders involved
in the major financing of projects.

Personalise your league table using
our targeted filters to pinpoint
your exact area of interest.

Click on any company in the league table to view a list of
deals the company has been involved in as well as;
• Contact details for the head office
• Employee information taken directly from the TagMyDeals
database and deal information the individuals have been
involved in
• Latest TXF articles where the company has been
mentioned
• Affiliated company information
Use this feature to stay up to date with your own business or
use it to follow your direct competition.

In just a few simple clicks you can
get the lowdown on the company,
its deals, and the employees
working behind the scenes to
deliver the financing.

Highlights Dashboard
With a focus on deal flow, sectoral
strength, structure and geography,
our user friendly and live
dashboard provides you with a
quick overview of industry trends
and market performance.
The Highlights screen shot you can
see on this page gives you a clear
overview of the volume and value
of deals.
Updated regularly, you can choose
which bi-annual time period you’d
like to view results for (Circled)
dating back to 2013.

Top borrowing
companies by the
volume of deals

Deals
grouped in
the deal size
bands, so it
is possible to
see how
much
different size
represent

Breakdown by the
type of borrower,
trading company
or commodity
producer

Graphic display of
the breakdown by
volume

In this table
borrowers are
grouped by their
credit rating, and
sum the total
volume of deals
closed by every
group

Regions and Countries Dashboard
For a clear overview of the most
active regions in your sector, use
our Regions and Countries
Dashboard page.

Our interactive format allows users
to drilldown into data from specific
regions with a graphical overlay
providing details on the volume
and value of deals.
Use different time parameters to
view data from different periods
from 2013 onwards.

More
information on
the countries in
each region can
be found on
www.txfnews.co
m/methodology

Taking into
consideration
the country
where the
borrower is
headquartered

Sectors dashboard

Volume of
deals by the
sector
where the
borrower
operates

The Sectors dashboard (left)
provides a detailed breakdown of
deal volume by sector.
Get a quick snapshot of your
industry to assess its performance,
and use our different time periods
to determine trends within your
specific sector.
The graph on the right hand side
helps make comparisons between
sectors quickly and easily.
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tranches by
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Size
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Tranche Dashboard
The Tranche dashboard ranks the
most common tranche structure by
the number of deals.
The graph at the top of the page
distinguishes in a horizontal bar
chart a breakdown of tranches by
structured and un-structed.
Subscribers can select half year or
full year data from 2013 onwards
and choose to drilldown into
producer or trader details
depending on their requirements.

Country Risk dashboard
The Country Risk dashboard
combines TXF’s expert opinion and
data to give you a clear picture of
what to expect when financing
deals in specific countries.
To give you a quick and unbiased
view, our measurements of a
company’s risk are taken over a six
month period, and based on
multiple factors.
Our dashboard provides a regularly
updated gauge on global risk,
helping you to innovate business in
new territories.

Our analyst’s
opinion about
the country

Representation
of the data
above. Bars from
top to bottom
represent 1
month, 3
months and 6
months

Score 0 to
100, 1 being
the best
possible score
and 100 being
the worst

Search Deals
The TXF Search Deals function allows users to probe into specific deals and extract data into excel
spreadsheets for presentations or prove business cases.
Users can select from a range of market parameters to see the deals and the detailed deal information
tabulated in just a few clicks.

